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There was this girl, right?... Who I loved before I even really knew what it was. We became best friends, but I always wanted to be more. The barrier that friendship can be to crossing the line to being lovers, can also be an excuse to hide behind surreptitious insecurity. Of course, a prison sentence, and a past liaison can be a hindrance as well. This is something I know from personal experience... and all these poems are based on true feelings for that one woman. Some might say that I was only in love with the idea of her... but tell that to my heart, who doesn't have to beg to differ even though it's not too proud to. Timing is everything when it comes to love, but a purview from behind prison bars can easily and dangerously blend past, present, and future without a second thought. True love is true love though... and when it's in your sight, it's always worth a shot.

Yours Much,

Goosie
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What if I loved you...

My soul is certain that there's only one woman outside of kin
that makes me feel like home.
When we speak, I'm never outside my skin
but I lose myself and find more of me in a different zone.
So how could I dare or why would I compare you to any other
when you stand alone?
We reminisce and I wonder if those feelings and thoughts are gone...
But I never ask...

I have an oath not to attempt to fix my mouth to,
I count my teeth with my tongue when I think I'm about to.
Loyalty is the reason my soul aches,
or the confusion with whom it lies.
How much more can my soul take?
Because truthfully, between you & I...

I've been feeling how I feel for a long time,
but I've been keeping it to myself thinking that I'm in the wrong mind.
To never even try to find out how she feels in return,
seems to be a cowardly stance.
But I know she understands because me and her man
used to be all smiles
and shaking hands.

Now it's been a while and the distance has grown,
our handshakes are no longer matching our smiles so why should I be alone?
Suppressing my feelings and secluding them in a vault...
It's never been more clear to me,
what it means to be loyal to a fault.
I know the heart wants what it wants,
but it also needs what it needs.
So if I loved you, I would need you to be...
able to admit that you're feeling it, and you have been
picking up on that vibe for a long time but we're such good friends.

And if I did,
that would be an answer I'd accept,
because I wouldn't have to choose who to be loyal to...
and something that heavy would be off my chest.
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Dear Love,

Dear love, I beg for your equanimity... even though maybe it be me who be leading me, on to more than what can be promised past this moment, so please let us just have this moment. And don't get me wrong, I want more than this moment, but momentarily I don't need my feelings carrying me past a certain angle of degrees, see in life, I have a few degrees... but love is a whole another thing, I'll wrap the depths of my soul around new love before I know, if it's conducive to travel down the road that we will go. I mean... who are you really, beyond the person of my interest? And what are your interests? Because I would hate to suppose that I am one of those, when officially you haven't let me know, so... where do we go from here my dear? When you draw near my ear to convey, I sense no folly, and I can only hope the hue of your view is more than verisimilitude, because when I look at you or this moment I mean... who in they're right mind would want to part from this scene? Let's not get lost in the moment though, let's just have it, and may the product of our profound friendship, build on the potential of being something perpetual. With the utmost sincerity, love, please just let us be right now.

Yours truly,
Pursuing love with
passionate patience
FROM BEST FRIENDS TO...

I DON'T KNOW IF YOU KNOW THAT THE LIGHT YOU SHINE MAKES ME EXCUSE MY BLUES.

IT TURNS OUT, TIME COULDN'T HEAL ALL MY WOUNDS.

I NEEDED LOVE... AND EVEN NOW I NEED IT STILL...

MY SOUL'S REQUEST TO YOU IS ONLY TELL ME WHAT'S REAL.

I'VE LITERALLY LOVED YOU FOREVER, SO IF WE HAPPEN TO GET TOGETHER HOW COULD IT NOT BE FOREVER?

OSTENSIBLY TO YOU, I'M SOMETHAT LIKE THE TRUTH BECAUSE YOU LOVE THE WAY I MAKE YOU FEEL.

AND IF ANY PART OF ME OR MY CHARACTER IS A REFLECTION OF YOU, THEN...

I ALMOST DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY IN RESPONSE TO THAT.

I'LL EXPRESS MY ETERNAL GRATITUDE IN MY LOVE FOR YOU.

YOU'VE ALWAYS BEEN THE BEST FRIEND FROM THE BEGINNING,

AND ANY GROWTH THAT'S ACKNOWLEDGED ON MY END,

YOU HAD AN INTEGRAL PART IN PLANTING & WATERING.

WE WOULDN'T SEEM TO BE ENTERING A QUANTARY IF WE CROSSED THE LINE WHERE WE THOUGHT WE COULD BE.

TRAGEDY SETS IN WHEN BEST FRIENDS BLESS IN SHEETS WITH ALL OF THE FLAVORS BOTH OF THEIR BODIES SECRETE

AS THEY BECOME ONE PHYSIQUE...

WITHOUT THE DISCUSSION OF GOING BEYOND THAT KIND OF LOVING.

TO TRY TO MOVE ON AS IF IT WAS NOTHING...

CAUSES THE KIND OF SILENCE THAT'S LOUDER THAN SCREAMING SOMETHING.

I WANT MORE THAN A NIGHT WITH YOU, I WANT A LIFE WITH YOU...

DOES THAT SOUND ABOUT RIGHT TO YOU?

TO GO FROM BEING BEST FRIENDS TO HUSBAND & WIFE FOR A LIFETIME OR TWO...

AFTER THE MOMENTUM OF THE MOWENT MOVES ON TO SOMETHING SO STRONG THAT'S BEEN THERE ALL ALONG,

MAY OUR HEARTS SING ALONG.

FROM BEST FRIENDS TO LOVERS FOR LIFE...

GOD HAS TREMENDOUSLY BLESSED US WITH LIFE & PEACE IN THIS PIECE OF LIFE.
to be continued...

Individually, we got the kind of love in us that always was,
before the world ever was...

Well, the world.

Or boy met girl...

Girl became a woman...

Boy grew into a man.

Hopefully this man carries himself like a king,
and makes the woman I'm blessed with to feel like a queen.

Together you; I have the love of friends and other things in between,
but time can be mean.

So in the meantime,
I'll be a friend of yours and you be a friend of mine...

And the rest of the story will be told in due time.
Will you wait?

Sometimes, I ponder too profoundly on how waiting is... well, killing me softly.
The anticipation of all your sensuality congregating with all the anxiety I've kept hidden
should be forbidden.
I can't help but to ruminate the love we'd make,
when my thoughts accentuate your anatomy's divine shape.
I know my flesh is a mess, yes, but nobody can deny God has blessed you with voluptuousness.
If you are really mine, then why wouldn't I want all of you?...
and right now too!
What's better than mo better when you're unequivocally in love,
and love is actually being made?
without a shade of guilt or filth because our marriage bed is undefiled...
even though it may be wild.
Celibacy should be a sin when I see that glow on your skin.
I have to bring my thoughts back to obedience again, and again, and again,
it ain't like you help me, you being so sexy...
and I don't mean just physically, because the apex of sex to me is beyond fleshly.
Let's be the best we can be for each other, from this time forth and always.
All those days I spent wondering if you'd slide my way...
and now a few seconds a day I wonder if you'll wait?
not for me... but with me...
because the expectation of great mo better can cause homey-lover-friends to move too swiftly.
I want the life between us to be lovemaking, not just when the bed is shaking.
You can really get to know love waiting,
but do you have that kind of patience?
we have the potential of a love that's great,
but will you wait?
Growth from Above

My attraction to you is solely based on the essence of your soul.
Residual effects of your strong love for me will forever show.
And you should forever know that I'll never let 'em go.
The love we share, reminds me of two trees that were planted in the front yard of God.
They grew and they grew until their tops touched the blue.
Side by side they stood, abysmally misunderstood.
In a day & age where love fades as deftly as the flowers.
The reflection of the sun bounced off their leaves incandescently.
If they ever desperately needed a drink they could draw from the deep.
That's only when the ground got the nerve to dry up,
And for days on end the clouds stayed dispersed.
The salt in the sea didn't bother them because they were inherently sweet.
It might sting a wound for a moment or two, but that's a part of love too.
The two of them were basically one.
Their regal presence was so harmonious, they were the paragon for one tree.
The energy that came to them, went through them, and that was between them...
Could've only been from the one true source of love... God Himself.
So they can't take credit for their great indomitable bond,
And neither can you. 1:

Not if but when problems arise,
We gotta look to the sky.
You had to be there

I keep falling in love with this woman who happens to be my best friend.
I'm cognizant of our connection as soon as the day begins,
and I have myriad thoughts of her before the day's end.

Day and night must not have been enough for her,

because now she's taking over my sleep.

I never knew her eyes were so brown until I seen 'em in my dream.

I could've drowned in my pillowcase the first time I layed next to her.
She ever so gently reached out to reach me.

and every single moment there is to love, she'll teach me.

I draw off the strength she graciously displays,

but at the same time it makes me weak.

my heart has the propensity to melt between every word she speaks...

I guess her lips are sweet.

Kisses and tears are an odd pair...

It's one of those things where...

you had to be there.
READ ON W/ NO FEAR

We've been reading the same book for a while now...
Maybe even longer than you'd like to admit.
I thought we were finally on the same page, with the commentary that was exchanged between two avid readers the other day.
It's all about today though.
And believe you me, I can read between the lines.
I see you have to catch up to where I am in this novella,
And without spoiling it for you,
I can tell you there's no fear written in this manuscript...
At least not in my eyes.
I might not know how it ends,
But I can almost guarantee you that it won't end how you think it will if you're thinking fearfully.
What is this confidence in which I trust?
I know the author...
And the characters in the story have favor in his sight,
So it won't end unfavorable.
Ain't no need for you to be scared to read on.
I'll wait for you,
Then you can meet me where I'm at.
at least i can feel it

the earth stood still, and i heard my heart tear.
this is the loneliest i've ever felt my entire life...
and i've been alone in some tough spots so that's saying a lot.
how could you honestly leave me like this?

i stand corrected,
you're still right here with me...
but living with the one you love is lonelier than living alone
when the one you love doesn't love you.
this ain't the first time this has happened to me,
but it's still shame on you.
and you know what?

i love you still.
i never thought i'd feel this kind of pain again,
but hey... at least i can feel it.
when you see it unconditionally, love never fails.
even under the condition of getting your heart broke through the mail.
at least i can feel it.
Know that it's forever you
It's been way too long since I heard the sound of your voice miss.
The depth of our discourse is what I really does miss.
I think it's all part of how you lure me with words to curb the distance of you missing.
I suppose this sweet stir in my soul came with the price of admission.
I will seek whom my soul loves...
The Lord's above who is love and the love who He blessed me to love.
Which is you mi amor de mi corazon.
And, if you love me then... let me love you.
And if you want to be with me then...
Come here and let me learn you girl.
Just trust me on this one...
You're not going to be that girl who they speak foul of,
Because in their hearts they already know you're the woman who truly found love,
So I don't know what you thought of you're thinking right now...
But I ain't gave up on your smile.
The one I put on your heart when I start to speak or when love leaks
From my soul to this pen on this paper to your soul,
And even if you don't already know...
You know,
I just gotta let you see for yourself, and when you know you'll know...
If you ever do.
And even if you don't,
It's still forever you.
Know that.
The kind of chocolate

You know you're the kind of chocolate right?
The kind of chocolate that could be left in a deep freezer for an extensive stay, and you would still be warm to the touch.
The kind of chocolate that you can't hold without it melting...
Along with the residual effects of licking your fingers.
Who can please a palate beyond the pleasure of tasting paradise wrapped in a package of sweet exploration?
There's almost no choice but to close your eyes and trip off the trip of the lips because they ain't never wanted to walk so much.
Basically all on their own, doubtless I grown, they take the scenic route...
Treading their own path past the collarbone,
Zoning in on the regions of sculpted perfection.
Supposed to go right but you take two lefts and...
Fight your natural urge to praise the most high for the few benefits of this earthly tent.
Well... that might be the case until a little form of an apogee is reached...
And your toes curl up to smile more than your teeth...
And all your heart can think is thoughts of...
Warm... smooth... and sweet.

What kind of chocolate is this that's divinely touched?
Praise be Yah that waiting for this was a must,
And for the understanding that however long wouldn't have been enough.
You are...
The kind of chocolate.
NowHere

This morning as I admired the subtle pink, the faint blue, and the spreading orange in the sky as the sun rolled this way...

I realized that it's in moments like these when I don't neglect the things that bring beauty to the world, you make your way back to the forefront of my memory. And being present with you in mind is burdensome to my bearings when I'm longing to hold on to you but you're nowhere in sight.

Any view I have of you is potentially tainted without knowledge if it's the past or the evidence of my soul having a memory of my future that my mind can't comprehend.

So I guess it's not so much as where I look but how I do now here.

Even when you're nowhere to be found,

I look around now and see that lost love is still love...

It just has a different form.

I can't see your luminous smile

or make you laugh while we wait on your subway sandwich

or rub my thumb on the nape of your neck

or move with you on a dance floor.

With the weakening of those senses,

an unexpected one has grown strength...

My memory.

And this is where the inevitability of feelings being equally wonderful and dangerous comes into play because I don't want the memory of you to be my partner now...

or ever.

I don't want to nurture it or hold it or dance with it.

And while my love for you will never end,

some day ain't never now.
I'm built for it.

it's not my nature to burn bridges... or even to build 'em in the first place.
for some reason i'd rather swim to the other side.
i'm starting to think that i'm built for it.
either that or i enjoy basking in the comfort of coming and going as i please,
knowing that you have to be conditioned to make the cross without the certainty of making it...
all the way, or back at all.
to my chagrin, every now and then,
curiosity leads someone to build a bridge.

i don't know if they had their mind made up before they showed up soaking wet... breathing deep...
with an aura of gratitude for life; beauty that they had never saw.
the way you see, show love should make someone want to know where you came from.
hoping for the best, the commencement of your building began with my permission.
but by the time you were through... you was... well, through.
that's why i prefer swimming, because my heart's the only one that's effected.

when you build, you start at your heart and end at mine.
i just refuse to allow whatever you discovered in the building process to be the end of mine.
you didn't burn the bridge you were so anxious to build, but you might as well.
you left on the first thang smokin',
and i think it was dripping gasoline on your way back.
a match would still be right on time... but just like burning bridges...
tit for tat ain't my nature neither.

i'm waiting for somebody to show up soaking wet...
breathing deeply, if not gasping for air...
appriciating the abundance that confronts her with a heightened awareness of what's rare.
she doesn't even have to tell me that we'll only build a bridge together if we choose to let the rest
of the world close enough to see what they all long for.
the beauty of ashes from a burnt bridge that shouldn't have been built in the first place,
brings authenticity past the point of a little longing to a must have.
you'll see soon enough if swimming is in your nature...

i know i'm built for it.
Dirt too

Darling I don’t mind buying you flowers,
I’d just prefer to give you seeds.
That way we can plant... and water... and nurture... and tend to a garden...
All our own.
May we always profit from our pleasure.
Any florist bored with colors...
Has never been without.
And a texture that’s soft to the touch,
That galvanizes my goosebumps...
Reminds me,
There doesn’t always have to be words... when breathing will do just fine.
Baby we need some space.

Not distance,
But a section of life that is undoubtedly ours,
Where you and me are we without distraction.
The aroma of time set aside smells like
The closeness that brought us together in the first place.
We don’t have to wait to water our flower bed with tears either.
A little sweat from some work won’t hurt us none.
Neither will two sets of dirty knees being one.
I don’t know if it’s possible for a vase to appreciate the tender love I care it takes
For our seeds to reach their potential...
But at least it gets to enjoy the outcome...
Just like those who borrow from our love.
That drink only lasts so long though,
You gotta have dirt to survive.
Hopefully they’ll learn.
I don’t mind getting it from under your nails darling,
That’s all a part of it.
Tell the Truth

You feel it too, huh?
I know it's an inscrutable feeling because your lips say otherwise...
But it's a rarity for the bottom of your soul to be able to express itself in an embrace,
And what's emanating from your heart,
For me...
Can't be imitated,
Nor should you try,
I'm pretty sure you can find something similar to this elsewhere...
But why search the whole world over for what's in front of you?
You feel it too, huh?
Then don't wait till I'm out of reach before you finally decide
to allow your heart to speak its peace.
There's something here now,
And you feel it too,
You can't explain it, and you don't have to,
because it speaks louder than words.
When two souls come together as one,
Body language is their native tongue.
You speak to me... I know you... and your secret.
You know me too... but the extent of my secret is another story.
What you feel right here between us
is something that I want forever.
But what you don't know is...
I only want it with you.
And tell the truth...
You feel it too.
Your sweetnes has no equal

The sweetest words I've ever heard from your lips are:

How are you doing, friend?

And of course you've told me that you love me more times than I can count.

You've praised me for being who I am,

And acknowledged the uniqueness in what I've been blessed to do.

And you even graced me with the admiration

That I'm a king in your eyes.

There's really been too many words to mention all the ones I've been deeply touched by.

But when you...

Call me...

Friend...

All the love in the world is poured over pancakes.

Need I say more, dearest?
They're playing our song

I'm tangibly nourished by the rhythm of our dance together.

And I don't want to lose the grace of our pattern of steps by the attempt of comparison.

Just dance with me darling...

Don't mind those who are twirling about.

All I hear I feel is the music of your very breath I heartbeat.

The small of your back is a treasure to hold,

And all of heaven rejoices within me.

May we always move with the assurance I magnificence

That we were fearfully I wonderfully designed to.

And why wouldn't we?

Our hearts are playing our song.
Only in My Dreams

I've been missing you in my dreams.

Which is either ironic or prophetic because I always had it in my mind that you were the woman of them.

And I've heard that sometimes when you're in love, you can't see for dreaming...

But what does it mean when you're not seeing your inamorata in your dreams?

Surmising that you're in somebody else's is pretty much a sure thing, but what I want to know is...

Where do you want to be?

Know that elsewhere won't be the end of the world for me, but yours most definitely will be different.

Maybe my dreams were realer than we thought, and we've just already had our-time.

If that's not the case...

Then I'll see you soon.
no sense without senses

your aroma, heightened by the morning sun...

fills my senses with beauty

and brings a measure of peace.

you are an unequivocal expression of the most high's unconditional love for me.

whenever i'm around you,

i know he's smiling.

in the presence of love,

i breathe stars and speak sunsets;

and dream of waterfalls until my tongue's wet.

and what i'm saying,

might not make a lick of sense to you...

but you're not me,

and i don't expect you to be.

eventually though,

if not already,

you'll understand those colors in more ways than one.
Dream again

LIFE IS ALL ABOUT DREAMS;

FOR WE'RE ALL JUST WET ONES THAT HAPPENED IN REAL LIFE.

AND I DON'T KNOW IF MOST DREAMS ARE SEEN TWICE OR NOT,

BUT SOMETIMES THE MANIFESTATION IN THE MORNING ISN'T AS JOYFUL AS THE FIRST SIGHT.

THE REMINDER THAT I'M NOT THERE,

HURTS MORE THAN THE REALITY OF YOU NOT BEING HERE.

THE LATTER DOESN'T HURT SO MUCH AS IT IS...

WELL, NUMBING.

AND I SURmise THAT THIS FEELING WAS ALWAYS A POSSIBILITY...

BUT IT'S FUNNY HOW YOU NEVER REALLY IMAGINE

THAT YOUR DREAM WON'T COME TRUE THE SECOND TIME AROUND...

OR THAT YOU'RE DREAMING ON YOUR OWN...

OR DEEP ENOUGH FOR THE TWO OF YOU,

BUT THAT'S TOO MUCH AND NOT ENOUGH

BECAUSE THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THE STRENGTH + UNITY OF ONE.

IT'S A WONDER WHY DREAMS ONLY LAST SO LONG.

THE MUSIC LOSES ITS HARMONY WHEN WE STAND ON ONE ACOORD INSTEAD OF BEING OF ONE ACOORD.

I'M UNAPoloGETIC FOR HAVING A VISION BEYOND YOURS...

BUT I DO WANT TO THANK YOU

FOR A PURE + PERFECT + PROFUNDLY SOULFUL DREAM

FULL OF COLOR + HOPE.

BEAUTIFUL LOVE AFFAIRS

ONLY INVITE ME TO BE STRONGER + BETTER,

AND CERTAIN THAT

I'LL DREAM AGAIN.

I CAN AND I WILL AND I MUST...

DREAM AGAIN.